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The Makings of a Breakthrough
Breakthroughs—they're
defined as sudden, dramatic,
and important discoveries or
developments. Some may
describe one as their "big
break," a "favorable turn of
events" or perhaps even "a
miracle.”
Interestingly though, in the
Bible, we see what’s often
missing in the modern
accounts. Its stories include
the human element—the
relationships, effort, and faith
necessary to make the
breakthrough possible. It’s
hard to imagine the Exodus
without a Moses or the
expansion of the Gospel
without a Paul. Even in a

Relate

Summer brought with it the
opportunity for our three to be
reunited for their first trip north of
the border. Yes, you read that
correctly. Rebekah, Joseph, and
Jonathan (along with their parents)
traveled to Ontario for their first view
of the Falls from the Canadian side.

We find God’s power at work through humanity

miracle as great as salvation, we
find God’s power at work
through humanity.
We believe that we are on
the verge of a breakthrough, a
point of acceleration in the
fulfillment of our vision of the
Yucatan full of churches. In the
coming months, we want to tell
the story of the makings of that

breakthrough. We’d like to
bring you the testimonies of
those individuals, ordinary
Our MKs at Niagara Falls!
people like you and us, through
whom God is working to make Get Involved
that possible. So, if you’re not
We’re scheduling for our
already subscribed to our
2019-2020 itineration period, which
monthly newsletter, take a
starts in
moment and sign up today @
August of
http://s1.ag.org/prayer-partner.

Hitting the Books
The fall season means back
to school for the Godzwa
family. While Rebekah,
Joseph, and Jonathan are
headed to college and high
school in search of degrees,
Kelly and Dave are back at
Instituto Bíblico Bethel (IBB) to

train leaders. Dave is
introducing 19 students
to God’s heart for the
nations in Missiology
(above), while Kelly
Organizing the library @ IBB
(right) is spending time
organizing and
facilitate their access to
computerizing the library to
important resources.

2019. To
schedule us,
follow the
link: http://
bit.ly/TbmLBB or scan the code.
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